Scribe Notes Run #1699 Red Mountain, Kathu, 25 August 2018

Loud choruses of ‘Why are we Waiting’ echoed around the hills just after 1600 as the GM hadn’t got his act
together and was yakking over by his truck- totally forgetting why such a large amount of people had gathered in one
place. Once he realized there was a Hash taking place he called the Pack to order.
Looking at the state of the Hares (Murkury and Rampant Rabbit) prior to the run it was with much trepidation
that we set out. Our fears were soon found to be true with some extremely ‘challenging’ (ie DANGEROUS) slippery
ascents and descents ahead. It was estimated that about 25% of the pack had a spill at some point. Whilst we can’t
control the weather surely the Hares can control the areas we run in during the wet season to cut down on the chances
of serious casualties. We were very lucky the weather wasn’t worse as there could have been some serious injuries. As it
turned out the most serious casualty of the day was Sheeba who managed to slice her arm open cutting fruit after the
run.
After the run the GM remembered to start the circle and the Hares were in first to an interesting rumble around

the circle. Numerous comments were
made about the run but they didn’t care as they
had at least set one. Next week’s Hares were called in so Murkury remained and Dumb and Dumber (Fungus and JC)
joined him to explain why the run was starting at 1500 next week. 5 minutes later we were still not clear as to the
reason and it remains a mystery (something to do with an extra 4km of run requiring a whole hour to complete I think).
All will be revealed next week we hope and the walkers are taking a magical mystery tour on the bus.
The first slew of run offences saw Hash Horn in for not marking the first falsie then allowing a grenade to go off
in his bag at another one, scattering pink paper everywhere. Wilma called in La Lasagna and Campari as Campari made

the mistake of letting LL drive the new truck the other day. Unfortunately she didn’t even get out of the garage before
she dinged it. Twice Nightly got JC in for requiring motivation off Mannequin Pis when he was struggling up the hill. ‘You
used to be a front runner’ said MP. ‘Yep, 40 years ago was TN’s retort.
Returners included a long lost Cartoon, down from Chiang Mai, King Klong and Woodpecker back from the
Costwolds Outstation Run and Pomkris who has been AWOL for about ten years. The three Virgins were quickly dealt

with

and Fungus

got his

thrill for the week. The Blue Harlot was heard to comment that the Russian looked like she had two boiled eggs in a
handkerchief whilst taking a very close interest in her top. Gay Pigfucker then got his 100 run t-shirt but was very
disappointed when the ladies didn’t call for him to swap shirts in the circle.
Fungus was dying to get into the circle so the GM vetted his Run Offence in advance to ensure it was relevant to
the day. It turned out it was. Idiot had brought along a friend but hadn’t described how the run worked. Consequently I2
set off wearing flip flops. Finding he was struggling he decided to continue the run barefoot. No problems, he got all the
way round which was more than some managed. Tequila Slapper then got Mr Fister and Oh Yeah in for abandoning

Mister Wanket. Fortunately Uncle Cum Scraper
stepped into the breach and MW made it all the
way round as well. TN then got Hash Horn in again as he managed to wipe out in his extra grippy studded boots.
JC, who clearly hadn’t grasped the concept of a Run Offence then proceeded to entertain us with a rambling tale
which had absolutely nothing to do with the run of how he got locked out of the house. The only funny bit was Paper
getting home after him and thinking he had tried to hang himself- she seemed very disappointed at the outcome. At this
point the GM chastised the Hares for a dreadful Laager Site as he kept standing in the puddle where the ice was meltinghigher ground was requested next week.
Twice Nightly in as Steward and she thanked The Blue Harlot for goading her into being a Steward but not
showing her his tits. This was followed by the seemingly forgotten Hares back in at last for a beer. The Chiang Mai Picnic
Posse was called in over their 9 hour lunch (sorry-meeting) to discuss their proposed trip and Once Weekly was iced for

moaning about it. A right
demonstrate that
a Hard On and was Too Old
settled for a (St) Blow Job
covered in Seamen.

motley crew in next to
Gorgeous had No Hope of
to Fuck so would have to
which see him end up

Finally we had a
ladies of how to get
their hands, at one point it
had wet herself. Great spot
managed to keep control

demonstration by the
leggings on without using
appeared that Oh Yeah
by TN and nice to see she
of the circle.

It was pointed out that Tequila Slapper’s granddaughter (!) had done nearly 50 runs and still hadn’t got a name.

Disregarding the suggestions by TBH, Flying Dickhead
and other dubious characters she was
duly christened ‘Happy Slapper’. As we still had a bit of time the GM decided to entertain us with some really bad jokes
(other than the hillbilly one) and TBH came to the rescue. He complemented Cartoon on his fitness during the run only
for Cartoon to admit he was just trying to keep up.

Now it came time for the Hares to be dealt with and what a balls up that was. Virtually no singing, there was no
run vote and the Hares got away with a potential Hash Shit due to the GM’s interference.

He was in fact right – Fungus should have had the Hash Shit around his neck but it’s the Run Master’s job to deal with
the run NOT the GM. Chaos ensued and amidst chants for the GM to get Hash Shit he quickly closed the circle and fled.
On On to next week and the answer to why we started an hour early.

